Hoke County, The Haven Friends for Life 10-29-13

Photo # 001} Cat House # 17 – full litter pan
Photo #002} Cat House # 17 – Excessive Vegetation
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Photo # 003} Cat house #15 – Full Litter Pan
Photo # 004} Cat house # 15 – Rotted/Exposed Wood
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Photo # 005} Cat house # 15 – Rotted/exposed wood
Photo # 006} Cat house # 15 – Trash accumulation around outside of house.
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Photo #007} Cat house #14 – Filled liter pans
Photo #008} Cat house # 14 – damaged exterior wood.
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Photo #009} Old Isolation – (outside front door) filled barrels with animal waste.

Photo #010} Old Isolation – Damaged/patched linolium.
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Photo #011} Old Isolation – Floors kept unsanitary
Photo #012} Old Isolation – Cob webs seen throughout this building.
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Photo #013} Old Isolation - Extension cord wrapped/not in use
Photo # 014} Old Isolation – Open bag of dog food.
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Photo #015} Old Isolation – Thermometer, temperature in viewed in range – cob web.
Photo #016} Lean to – Animals kept in this area.
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Photo # 017} Lean to – Sick kitten (pus filled eyes, discharge from nose).

Photo #018} Lean to – Trash accumulation
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Photo #019} Lean to – Damaged concrete
Photo #020} Cat house #13 – hole in fence
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Photo #021} Cat house #13 – Filled litter pans
Photo # 022} Cat house #13 - Unsanitary conditions (feces on floor, housing area not cleaned).
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Photo #023} Cat house #13 – Some food in bowls.
Photo #024} Cat house #13 – overgrown vegetation surrounding exterior.
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Photo #025} Cat house #12 – Filled litter pans
Photo # 026} Damaged Linolium
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Photo # 027} Cat house #12 – damaged/exposed wood

Photo #028} Cat house #12 - Carpeted Cat tree was viewed damaged with some exposed wood and tattered fabric.
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Photo # 029} Cat house #12 – Rotted/damaged wood on exterior.
Photo #030} Cat house #12 – Algea build up around exterior, exposed wood viewed.
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Photo # 031} Cat house #11 – Exposed/damaged wood in interior of cat house.

Photo # 032} Cat house #11 – Algae buildup and rotted wood viewed on exterior of cat house.
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Photo # 033} Cat house #11 – Overgrown vegetation surrounding exterior.
Photo #034} Cat house #10 – Filled Litter pan
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Photo # 035} Cat house #10 Damaged Linolium, leaving wood exposed.
Photo # 036} Duplicate of 035
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Photo 037} Cat house #10 – Exposed/damaged wood with scratch marks.

Photo 038} Cat house # 10 – Rotted wood on exterior of cat house
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Photo #039} Cat house #10 – Rotted/damaged wood on exterior of cat house.
Photo # 040} Surgery Suite – Filled litter pan
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Photo # 041} Surgery Suite – General, counter clutter.
Photo # 042} Surgery Suite Animals stacked in open wire cages, unsealed concrete floors, general clutter.
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Photo # 043} Surgery Suite – Animals Stacked in open wire cages, cages not cleaned. Also shows unsealed concrete floors, general clutter.

Photo #044} Cat house # 18 – Rusted/damaged metal pole
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Photo # 045} Cat house #18 – Damaged/rusted metal pole viewed in concrete patio area.

Photo # 046} Unsanitary sun patio – pile of feces.
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Photo # 047 & 048} Cat house # 16 – filled litter pans, dirty floors.
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Photo # 049} Cat house # 16 – Carpeted accessory viewed with exposed wood and tattered fabric.

Photo #050} Cat house # 16 – damaged storm door.
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Photo # 051} Cat house # 9 – Exposed wires
Photo # 052} Cat house # 8 – unsanitary conditions – feces on sun patio viewed.
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Photo # 053} Cat house # 8 – Exposed/damaged wood.
Photo # 054} Cat house # 8 - Damaged linolium, exposing wood.
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Photo # 055} Cat house # 8 – Filled Litter pans
Photo # 056} Damaged vinyl, exposing wood
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Photo # 057} Cat house # 8 – Carpeted accessory viewed with tattered fabric.

Photo # 058} Cat house # 2 – Overgrown vegetation surrounding sun patio.
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Photo # 059 & 060} Cat house # 2 – filled litter pans, unsanitary conditions, feces on floors, surfaces not cleaned.
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Photo #061} Cat house # 2 – only crumbs viewed in bowls.
Photo # 062} Damaged Linolium, exposed wood.
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Photo # 063 & 064} Cat house # 2 – Rotted exterior wood, algea build up.
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Photo # 065} Cat house # 6 – Exposed wood @ door.
Photo # 066} Cat house # 6 – Filled litter pans.
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Photo # 067} Cat house # 6 – Exposed wood.
Photo # 068} Cat house # 7
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Photo # 069} Cat house # 7 – Exposed wood, unsanitary floors.
Photo # 070} Cat house # 7 – Feces on floor/unsanitary conditions.
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Photo # 071} Cat house # 7 – Filled litter pans
Photo # 072} Cat house # 7 – Algae build up on wooden surface.
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Photo # 073} Cat house # 7 – rotted/damaged/exposed wood on exterior.

Photo # 074} Cat house # 4 – Damaged linolium, exposing wood.
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Photo # 075} Cat house # 4 - damaged exterior (close up)
Photo # 076} Cat house # 4 – damaged exterior (zoomed out view)
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Photo # 077} Cat house # 4 – Rotted/damaged wood on exterior.
Photo # 078} Cat house # 5 – Filled litter pans/blood in stool.
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Photo #079} cat house #5 – damaged vinyl
Photo #080} cat house # 5 – exposed wood, interior.
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Photo # 081} Cat house # 5 – Exposed/damaged wood, interior.
Photo # 082} Cat house # 3 – Damaged Linolium
Photo # 083} Cat house # 3 – Filled litter pans
Photo # 084} cat house # 3 – exposed wood.
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Photo # 085} Cat house # 1 – Damaged vinyl floors
Photo # 086} Cat house # 1 – Damaged vinyl floors.
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Photo # 087} Cat house # 1 – Filled litter pans
Photo # 088} Unsanitary conditions/surfaces not cleaned.
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Photo # 089} Cat house # 1 – Exposed/damaged wood.
Photo # 090} Cat house # 22 – Filled litter pans
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Photo # 091} Cat house # 22 – Damaged vinyl, exposing wood.
Photo # 092} Cat house # 22 – Filled litter pans.
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Photo # 093 & 094} Cat house # 21 – Unsanitary conditions, feces on floor and sun patio.
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Photo # 095} Cat house # 21 – damaged vinyl, exposing wood.
Photo # 096} Cat house # 20 – Build up of hair, etc in concrete patio area.
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Photo # 097} Cat house # 20 – filled litter pans
Photo # 098} cat house # 19 – empty food bowls.
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Photo # 099} Cat house # 19 – filled litter pans/ trash on floors.
Photo # 100} Cat house # 19 – Exposed wood.
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Photo # 101} Cat house #19 – Empty food bowls.
Photo # 102} New Cat house 2 – General photo.
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Photo # 103} New cat house 2 – animals stacked in open wire cages.

Photo # 104} New Isolation – Animals stacked in open wire cages.
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Photo # 105} New isolation – Animals stacked in open wire cages, general clutter, un-cleaned conditions,
Photo # 106} New isolation – dirty cages viewed.
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Photo # 107} new isolation – Cages un-cleaned, no food/water.
Photo # 108 New isolation – cages un-cleaned/ animals stacked in open wire cages.
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Photo # 109} New Isolation – unsanitary conditions – floors not cleaned, electrical cord on floor.

Photo # 110} new Isolation – Dust/hair build up on fans
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Photo # 111} New Isolation – Unsanitary conditions, floors and walls not cleaned

Photo # 112} new Isolation – bucket of filthy water w/ litter scooper inside.
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Photo # 113} New isolation – resting surfaces for cages not cleaned
Photo # 114} New isolation – Resting surfaces for cages not cleaned.
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Photo #115} New isolation – water on floor where sink drains into overfilled bucket.

Photo # 116} Bowls/accessories/trash/debris kept outside
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Photo # 117} Walter Reid – Food storage room
Photo # 118} Walter Reid – Rows of cages stacked 3 high, with animals inside.
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Photo # 119& 120} New enclosures mostly completed, but animals are housed in wire cages and stacked on top of each other.
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Photo # 121} Walter Reid Building – animals kept in cages stacked on top of each other.

Photo # 122} Walter Reid Building – cob webs (close up)
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Photo # 123} Walter Reid – Cob webs (close up)
Photo # 124} Walter Reid – unsanitary floors.
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Photo # 125} Walter Reid Building – elevated resting surface not kept clean.

Photo # 126} Walter Reid – Enclosures not kept clean.
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Photo # 127} walter Reid – damaged food/water receptacles viewed
Photo # 128} Walter Reid – Unsanitary Conditions viewed around enclosures.
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Photo # 129} Walter Reid – Photo of new enclosures’ drain system.
Photo # 130} outside Walter Reid- Dirty litter pans left to soak in a barrel outside. Trash/debris/accessories left outside.
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Photo # 131} Outside Walter Reid – stack of dirty litter pans left to soak in a barrel outside.

Photo # 132} Barn – Animals housed in this area and stacked in cages.
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Photo # 133} Inside of Barn
Photo # 134 } Barn – full litter pan
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Photo # 135} Barn – animals housed/ unsanitary
Photo # 136} Barn – animals housed in stacked open wire cages.
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Photo # 137} Barn – unsanitary cages
Photo # 138} – Barn – general housing set up.
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Photo # 139
Photo # 140
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Photo # 142
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Photo # 146
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Photo # 147
Photo # 148
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Photo # 149
Photo # 150 – injured animal
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Photo # 151 – wash basin
Photo # 152
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Photo # 153
Photo # 154
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Photo # 155
Photo #156 – Unsanitary conditions
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Photo # 157
Photo # 158
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Photo # 159
Photo # 160- Cob webs.
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Photo # 161 – Feces viewed with tape work segments.
Photo # 162 – Discarded crates
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Photo # 164
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Photo # 166
Hoke County, The Haven Friends for Life 10-29-13Classic Photo Album
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